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O. Introduction

  There exist  two translations ofthe  Projnny4pradZpa (PP) written  by Bh5viveka (ca. 4901

500-570 CE),  which  is one  of  the most  famous commentaries  on  the  ualamadlryamaha-

keirikd (MMK) ofN5girjuna  (ca. 150-250 CE). The first is a Tibetan translation (PP-tib)

by Klu'i rgyal  mtshan  and  JfiEnagarbha from the early  9th century,  and  the other  is in Chi-

nese  (PP-chin) written  by Prabhakaramitra between 630 and  632  CE. The original  San-

skrit text ofPP  has been lost; therefbre. the study  of  PP  must  have been dependent on  these

two  translations. But, in most  cases,  PP-tib only  has been used  and  not  PP-chin, because,

it has been said, the Latter is too poor a  translation for academic  study.  
i)
 However, in 2006,

Leonard van  der Kuijp insisted that "it
 is often  alleged  that the Chinese translation is gen-

erally  of  an  inferior quality, but I am  not  altogether  convinced  of  the cogency  of  privileg-

ing for this reason  the Tibetan rendition  and  by and  large ignoring the fbrmer, as  is by no

means  infrequently done"2) in the context  of  an  examination  of  the contents  of  PP chapter

22 (hencefbrth presented in the fbrmat PP 22), using  both PP-tib and  PPmchin. Subse-

quently, in 2011, Helmut Krasser referred  to the digression,3) found in this chapter  in PP-

tib (i.e., in PP-tib 22) , a  point that had been picked up  also  in Kuijp [2006]. According to

Krasser, there is a possibility that the Sanskrit "Ur-PP"
 did not  originally  include the di-

gression in the translations; he notes  that the 71arkojvbli (TJ) was  also  written  by Bhaviveka,

and  that in it, the same  problems are  discussed as  in the digression in PP-tib 22, but that in

TJ, the discussion is partly not  correct.4>  Therefbre, Krasser contends  that after both PP

and  TJ were  written,  at some  point when  Bhtiviveka was  preaching from PP  to his students,

a rectified  discussion was  inserted into PP, as  the digression, While  this suggestion  of

Krasser's is attractive, this does not  necessarily  make  it correct.  Therefore, in the present

paper, I will  examine  his suggestion,  and  in its context,  reevaluate  the value  of  the PP-
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chin.

1. The  Digressions in PP-tib and  Their Counterparts of  PP-chin

  According  to  Krasser, there are  ten digressions in PPHtib-he  fbcuses on  the one  in

chapter  22, where  the problem ofthe  Omniscient (tathdgata) is discussed. This digression

is also  seen  in PPuchin 22, though  in a  slightly  different form than in PP  tib.5) Table 1

presents all digressions in both translations.

[Ilable 1Chap.DigressioninPPtib-

CounterpartinPP-chin

5 Start:D91b61P111b1 Notpresent(Sometextjustbeforethedi-

End:D92a6!P112a3 gressionisalsomissing.)
7 Start:D107b4/P131b5 Present(Therearesmalldifferencesfrom

End:DI08al!P132a3 PP.tib,andthedigressionisnotexplicitly

calledoutinthetext.)Start:77a29-End:

77blO

8 Start:unclear Present(Therearemajordifferencesfrom

End:D122bllP150a5 PP-tib;again,however,thedigressionisnot

explicitlycalledoutinthetexL)Startand

end:unclear

12 Start:D143b41P177b6 Notpresent

End:D144bllPl78b4

13 Start:D148a21P283a7 Notpresent

End:D148b6!P184bl

18 Start:D184a31P229a7 Notpresent

End:Dl84b5!P230a4

22 Start:D214a3fP268a5 PresentSeeKrasser[2011a].

End:D216b1!P271a7 Start:118c18-End:119c28

23 Start:D223b2?!P280b4? Unclear(Thereexistsanexpressiontoshow

End:D224al!P281a5 thedigression.)

25 Start:D242allP322al Notpresent

End:D248a7A'360a4

27 Start:D257a6?!P323a5? Notpresent(Thereexistthreeshortsen-

End:D258b51P325a3 tencesthattherearenotpresentinPPLtib,

butthesearenetadigression.)

  As you  can  see  from Tlable 1, six digressions present in PP"tib do not  exist  in PP chin.

The digressions in chapters  12, 13, 18, and  25, which  involve different kinds ofdiscussions

with  non-Madhyamika,  do not  exist  in PP.chin, thought  the previous and  fo11owing sen-
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tences can  be fbund. The  digressions in chapters  5 and  27 are  also  missing,  and  the text is

fUrther altered  from PP tib. The digression in chapter  23 is not  present but traces of  it are

indicated by some  expressions  used.  It seems  clear  that there are  some  inconsistencies in

the translation here. Besides the digression in chapter  22, which  has already been examined

in Krasser [2011] and  [2011a], we  see,  digressions in chapters  7 and  8 in both texts, but

both with  major  difTerences from PP-tib.

  At any  rate,  it is certain  that more  than  halfofall digressions in PPJtib are  rnissing  from

PP chin.  How  can  we  best understand  this situation?  I can  offer  two  possibilities. One  is

the possibility that the translator of  PP-chin, Prabhakaramitra, intentionally did not  trans-

late these parts, because they  were  
"digressions."

 The  other  is the possibility that these di-

gressions did not  exist  in the original  Sanskrit text ofPP,  but that the digressions were  sub-

sequently  inserted into PP-tib but not  PP.chin. At present, we  do not  have any  conclusive

evidence  allowing  us  to decide which  possibility is correct.  However,  ifwe assume  the fbr-

mer,  it is difficult to see  why  some  digressions were  nevertheless  translated into Chinese.

Therefbre, the latter answer  seems  to be more  plausible at  the mornent,  though, of  course,

it has also  some  problems. Of note  is that ifthe digressions were  added  after  the original

PP  had been produced, as  Krasser insists, then they  must  have been added  twice  at least.

On  this basis, I would  like to put a  hypothesis fbrward by  slightly  changing  the sequence

ofevents  suggested  in Krasser [2011].

  [1] Ur-PP (no digression) -  PP1  (the basisofPP-chin, which  has some  digressions) .  PP2 (the
  basis ofPP  tib, which  has all the digressions)

  In order  to come  to plausible agreement  on  this question, we  must  compare  PP-tib with

PP chin  point by point, and  both with  other  texts of  Bhtiviveka, namely  Madhya-

makahrdayakarikd  (MHK) , TJ, and  Dd  chting  zhdng  zhe"n  iabn ]jE(ft*2wh.

2. Is PP  chin  lnvaluabne2

  The  hypothesis above  may  be regarded  as  unintuitive  or  unappealing  on  the ground that

PP chin  is widely  considered  to be a version  of  less merit  than  the other.  In this context,  it

is important to note  that PP-chin has been the least studied  and  last used  ofthe  texts men-

tioned by scholars,  including the present author;  and  in fact, I have examined  PP-chin in

detail fbr several  months  and  must  agree  that PP-chin is not  good. However,  it retains

some  merit,  and  in some  places, evidence  can  be seen,  that PP-chin is more  skillfu11y writ-
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ten than  PPrtib. Below, I give an  example.

  The first verse  ofMMK  22 is seen  as problematic by scholars,6)  because ofthe  large difl

ferences between it as  seen  on  the one  hand in Tibetan translations of  MMK  and  cited  in

one  commentary,  Prasannapada  (PrasP) 
,
 both translated into Tibetan by Sii ma  grags, and

that cited  in four other  commentaries,  namely  Buddhopalitamtilamadhyamakavrtti (BP) ,
Akutobhayd  (AK), PP-tib, and  Projnnylipradipatikii (PPT), all translated into Tibetan by

Klu'i rgyal  mtshan,  on  the other.  See the table below.

[Ihble 2Theformer:translationbyNimagrags

Thelatter:translationbyKlu'irgyalmtshan

phufiminphufipo[asgianmin1/

delaphufimedderdemed/1

debiingSegspaphuhldanminf!

debiingSegspagah2igyin1!

skuminskulasg2anmayin/!

delaskumedderdemed/1

deb2ingSegspaskuldanminff

debiingSegspagafi±igyin/1

  These two  translations are  the same  except  that phuh po  in the translation by Ni ma

grags is sku  in the one  by Klu'i rgyal  mtshan.  As far as  we  can  fo11ow the text ofMMK  22,

it seems  that phufi po is a preferable translation to sku.  Although sku  (kdya in Sanskrit) ,

which  means  
"body,"

 and  phun  po (skanctha in Sanskrit), which  means  
"the

 constituent

elements,"  are  evidently  quite different in meaning,  written  in the Sanskrit manuscript,

they look very  similar  and  could  thus be easily  confused.7)  On  the other  hand, as Saitd

[1987a] insists, there is evidence  that this diffbrence is not  just a mistake;  in fact, he ar-

gues, the word  sku  must  have been used  in the Sanskrit texts of  MMK,  which  Bhaviveka

depended on  when  he was  writing  PP. SaitO points out  the fbllowing sentence  fbund in PPr

tib as  evidence.

  [2] sku  min  2es bya ba la sogs  pa ste/de  la sku'i  don ni phufi pe'i don to f! ("Not body (kdya)
  etc.'" is seen  [in the first verse  of  MMK  22]. Among  these [words of  this verse],  the meaning  of

  [the word]  
"kdya"

 is the meaning  ofshan`tha.)

  This is a commentary  on  the first verse  of  MMK  22 as  found in PP-tjb 22, which  seems

to show  that sku  (kdya) was  actually  used  in the verse  in MMK,  which  Bhfiviveka depended

on,  and  that he had no  other  choice  to interpret it as  skanctha  for the reason  that he could

not  explain  the whole  ofMMK  22 well  ifsku had been the word,  as  Sait6 points out. Ifthis

were  the case,  there would  exist two  different versions  ofMMK,  namely  one  in which  haya

was  used  and  the other  in which  skandha  was  used.
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  PP-chin gives us  the clue  to solve  this question. In PPLchin, this verse  is translated as

fo11ows:

  [3] iwaJf<xtwa wanU*Eff.. gegnJ14Jts'wa N\reall* (TheOmniscient [tathagata] isnot

  shandha,  neither  it is different from skandha.  7bthagata does not  exist  in shanctha,  and  vice  versa.

  7kitha-gata does not  have any  skanctha.  [Ifso,] what  is tathagata?)

  The  Chinese character  
"wa,"

 used  three times  in [3], is a translation ofskanctha  (phufi
po), 

"the
 constituent  elements,"  which  matches  the  translation  by Ni ma  grags but not  that

in PP tib. Moreover "wa"
 (skand7)a) is also  used  in this verse  in two  other  Chinese trans-

lations, namely  MMK  ( Pli wh) and  the commentary  Da  chting  zhotng  gudn shi  inn JX ft PIi

eeflft, written  by Sthiramati (ca. 51O-570 CE).  All these Chinese translations, including

PP  chin,  show  that it is reasonable  to think that in the original  Sanskrit text of  this verse

skandha  is used,  but not  hiya.

  If this is the case,  how  then  should  we  understand  [2] , which  presents strong  evidence

that kdya is used  in the verse  cited  in the original  text of  PP?  The  key to solving  this prob-

lem can  also  be fbund in PP  chin.  The  translation of  [2] in PP  chin  is as  fbllows:

  [4] wtH. wagasreRX.

  This Chinese translation means  
"`Skandua

 is the meaning  of  
`piled

 up."'  Thus, [2], from

PP-tib, and  [4] , from PP-chin, seem  to be totally different. Traditionally, in such  a case,

scholars  would  have assumed  that PP-tib, with  its better reputation,  was  correct  and  PP-

chin  wrong.  However,  if [4] is correct,  the original  Sanskrit sentence  that can  be recon-

structed  for [4] is probably something  like the fo11owing, because [4] strongly  recalls  the

very  famous definition ofskan`tha  in Abhid7ianma doctrine.

  [5] rbsyarthab  skandhErtha  iti siddham1  (AKBh: p. 13 1. 7)
  (Established is that the meaning  ofskandha  is the meaning  of`piled  up  (raSi).')

  Tbking into acceunt  that ra:fi is often  translated as  phufi po  in Tibetan and  that it easy  to

misread  skanctha  as  kdya in a Sanskrit manuscript,  it is conceivable  that [2] , sku  
'i
 dbn ni

phuh po 
'i
 don, is the Tibetan translation of  [5] , which  can  in tum  be reconstructed  from

[4] . This would  mean  that skandhartha  and  rjtvartha  were  translated as  sku  
'i

 don and

phuh  po  
'i

 don respectively.  In other  words,  fbr this verse  at least, the reading  of  PP-tib

should  be rectified on  the basis of  PP chin.
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3. Conclusion

  We  have seen  that PPuchin may  sometimes  give us  yery  usefu1  information about  how

PP was  written.  What is now  needed  is a  rigorous  comparison  of  PP-chin and  PP-tib step

by step, which  will  likely clarify the question ofwhether,  the Sanskrit text ofPP,  on  which

PP  chin  is based, contains  all the digressions fbund in PP-tib from the very  beginning. 
'Ib

do this, however, and  in all scholarly  work  with  PP-chin, we  must  use  the text without

prejudice, since  we  have seen  the example  that sku  (kdya) in the first verse  of  chapter  22

of  some  commentaries  on  MMK,  as  translated by Klu'i rgyal mtshan,  should  likely be cor-

rected  to phuh po (skanctha) 
,
 based on  PP.chin and  the Tibetan translations by fiSi ma  grags

  I have presented only  a  small  amount  ofevidence,  because of  space  limits. I will  pick up

more  digressions and  examine  them  in detail in a  future paper.

Notes: 1) Tsukinowa is the first scholar  to have insisted that PP chin  is bad translation. See

Tsukinowa  [1929], [1929a], [1931]. 2) See van  der Kuijp [2006] pp. 171-172. 3)

The  
"digression"

 eonsists  of  the sentence,  which  end  with  a final sentence  that iti alam  prasahgena

prakrtam eva  i{yakh);dyamah  (Skt.) ; iar la bSadpas  chqg  gi skabs  fiid cipyadpar  bya 
'o

 (Tib.) ; a  W
re$. !>vautttZS:ft. (Chin.). There are some  variations  between these sentences.  4) Krasser's

main  purpose is to rethink  the active  period of  Dharmakirti and  to proye that the identification ol' the

authors  ofPP  and  TJ is correct.  5) Krasser infers that this is the reason  why  the student  or  stu-

dents wrote  down  this digression on  the other  papers, which  was  inserted into another  part ofPP.

6) See Saitb [1987]. 7) Anne MacDonald, who  is a  specialist  in PrasP and  its Sanskritmanu-

script,  kindly gave me  this suggestion.

Abbreviations: AK  =  Akutobhayb; AKBh  =  AbhidharmakoSabhlitlya by Vlasubandhu: Pradhan [ 1 967] ;
BP  =  BuddhqpdtitamOlamadhyamakavrtti  by Buddhapalita; D  =  sDe  dge ed.;  MMK  =  Miilamadhya-

makakarika  by Nag5niuna: Saigusa [1985]; MHK=  imdltyamahahrclayakdrika by Bh2viyeka; P=

Peking ed.;  PP=Pn[v'n-lipradipa by Bh5viveka; PP-chin=  PP Chinese translation of  PP: T30 [1566]
pp. 51-136; PPT=Projfiiipradipaliki by Avalokitavrata; PPrtib=PP  Tibetan translation ofPP:  D

(3853) tsha 45b4-259b3,  P [95] (5253) tsha 53b3-326a6;  PrasP =PrasannapadZi  by Candrakini; T

=  TaishazO; TJ 
=

 7brkojva-ia by Bhavya
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